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communication processes in newlywed couples. We wanted to discover

whether certain extraverbal communications are related to happiness in

a marriage and, eventually, to its duration. We thought that such cues

as "touching each other," "eye contact," "open and closed sitting position"

of the newlyweds, and "taking initiative" in talking to each oLher would

be related to the quality of the marriage relationship.

The theoretical considerationr underlying the study rest on the

assunption that an individual helps to determine the responses he obtains

from others by coding subtle exttaverbal cues into his messages. With

such coding he creates an "emotional climate" in the other person which in

turn helps to bring about e response set favorable to the response desired

(Beier, 1966). By creating the response sets in others, a sender will, to

a large extent, create his own world by fashioning the specific response

he needs. With his codingS, he then determines his environment, often

wl bout knowing how eerch of this world is his own creation. The subtle

cues a person codes Into his messages, then would give informatioo on the

psychological environment a person will encounter. In effect then, one

would possibly be able to predict whether such an environment is likely

to enhance a given relationship and whether it is defined as lastIng or

nonpermanent.

The present study is only the first in a no )ber of investigations.

Here we are reporting on verbal and extraverbai cues which were obtained
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from newlywed interactions. Additionally, the couples were given question-

naires to measure their conflict areas. The present study is c n d

with relating verbal and extraverbal cues to the degree of conflict and

stress a couple is reporting.

In the past, research with married couples has concentrated on such

areas as spouses' disagreement with each other (Katz, 1965; Tharp, 1963),

coaplaints of couples applying for divorce (Levinger, 1966), common areas

of interest, pathological marriages (Tharp, 1963), or such specifics as

decision-making processes (Winter & Ferreira, 1969 ). More recently, there

have been studies of adjustment patterns to predict good and poor marriages

g., Barry, 1970; Hooper & Sheldon, 1969). Some of these studies on

marriage included an occasional index of nonverbal behavior (touching, eye

contact, gestures) to evaluate the status of couples.

The present study Is not only oriented tords investigating the

relati --hip of stress and Int r -tive cues, but also toward discovering

the interrelationship of measures of extraverbal behaviors themselves.

The extraverbal behaviors of most intere t are those which have been found

to be indices of "closeness In interpersonal relationships." Eye contact

has consistently been found to have a positive reLltionship with inter-

personal closeness (Duncan, 1969; Havron, 1967). Certain postural cues

(open and closed posttions of arms and legs) were related to feelings o

closeness to others (Mehrabian, 1969). Other typOS of nonverbal behavi r

found to be important were self and other-touching,and spatial distance

between two people (Duncan, 1969; Hehrablan, 1969; Wintnr & Ferreira, 1969).

The time spent. (by each spouse) talking has also been found to-relate t

marital adjustment. (Mishier & Waxier, 1968; Navron, 1967). For information

on a couplers areas of conflict and stress,'we used a questionnaire which

L-d



contained requests for ratings of such crucial topics as "friends,"

"children," "sex," "recreation," and the like; but this questionnal

not only required information on areas of disagreement, but also on the

degree of unhappiness a sp use would attach to such a rating of disagreement.

An adaptation of the Semantic Differential test (Beier, 1959) was

administered and as thought to yield differences among the couples with

r gard to language usage. The word father, mother, son, and daughter

were rated. It was hypothesized that couples who demonstrate the least

amount of stress (as measured by the conflict questionnaire) would also

rank high in the assumed extraverbal "closeness" indicators (such as

longest eye contact, other-touching, etc.) Eventually we want to use

this in ormation to investigate wfiether this informati- , would be

predictive of the permanence of the marriage.

Method

Subjects
_=

Fifty-one couples married from three to six months were seen in this

study. Both husbands and wives were under 24 years of age, and had no .

record of any previous marriage. These couples whose names had been

obtained from the Salt Lake City Marriage License Bureau, responded to

a letter sent to a total of 350 recently married couples.--Most'religions

were represented in this sample, though 7570 of the couples belonged to

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Education and occupation,

as well as socioeconomic status, were heterogeneous for the sample. Yet, a

"volunteer" bias cannot be ruled out.

P.rocedure on4 Apparatus_

After responding to an inital letter, each Couple was given an

appointment to be seen for an interview at the University of Utah. The

letter indicated that patterns of communication in newlyweds were being

studied, and that there would be some remuneration for couples who desired

tn narticinate in the study.
3
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Each couple was videotaped for appr ximately 30 minu es in a studio

provided by the Instructional Television Department of the University of

Utah. In addition to the experimenter, a professional Studio technician

was also in the room with the couple being interviewed. The technician

was responsible for operating the video equipment, b t otherwise did not

interact with the couple.

An identical procedure was used with each couple interviewed. Upon

ring the studio room, the couple was instructed to "gr b" the two

chairs (which had been intentionally placed at the distance of 10 feet

from each other) and bring these chairs into the suitable part of the room

for videotaping. The spatial distance between the chairs was then unobtru-

sively measured and used as data in this study.

Recorded instruction were given throughout the interview to ensure an

identical and consistent procedure for each couple involved. After the

couple was seated and chair distance were measured, the instructions began

with questions relating to background information (religion of each spouse,

length of engagement, parent marital adjustment end such broad questions

as to "what divorce meant to them").

Following these questions, the Topics Scale (see Append x A) was

filled out independently by husband and wIfe, This scale was based on

topics often described as tho major problem in marriag (Blanck, 1961;

Hooper & Sheldon, 1969; Lantz Snyder, 1962; Levinger, 1966). As stated,

the Scale was used for obtaining information in marital disagreement, and

the degree of unhappiness attached to such disagreements. Aft r the scale

was completed, the couple was told to select one of the topics of the scale

and discuss it for several minut s. The experimenter did not participate

In the discussion, but was primarily responsible for controiling the

recorded instructions and for delivery and tollecti n of the test materials.

He also answered questions needing clarification.
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After discussing the sel cted topic (3-5 minutes for most c uples).

the next task required of the couple was to discuss what it meant "to be

or feel needed." Previous research has found th's to be a relevant topic

that may be related to adjustment in marriage (e.g., Navroe, 1967), Host

couples used three minutes or less to discuss this topic.

Next, three TAT cards were simultaneously presented to the couple.

The cards were placed upon a low table located in front of the couple.

Card 4 was placed in the left most posit len, card 10 was in the middle,

and 3 BM was in the right most position. This procedure Wa5 in accord with

one used by Winter and Ferreira (1969) who were measuring hostility themes

in families. Their procedure was employed in t is study, however, to measure

cooperation and communication patterns. The instructions requested that

both husband and wife were to make up a storyC wfiich would link the three

TAT cards egether. They were advised to constrict the story in the mann r

that husband and wife would alternate in telling the story with a sentence

at a time.

At the completion of the story, a random version of the Semantic

Differential Scale developed by Beier (1959) wes given to husband and

wife to fill out independently. This 10 scale instrument rated the

words "mother " "father," "son, and "dziiughter." The interview was concluded

after the couple finished thsa1e.

All videotaped interviews were then rated by undergraduates for non-

verbal behaviors, such as self-touching, other-touching, open and closed

position of arms, open and closed position of legs laughing, talking,

and eye contact. Each rater rated only one of these behaviors with at

least 10 couples. nter-rater reliability of these behaviors .g., eye

contact) was generally found to be reasonably high (.80).
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Results

All the data from Topics Scale (topics contributing to conflict

and unhappine s) and the Semant c Differential test (self-ratings), and

the behavioral rating,
(nonverbal) were fa tor analyzed. The factors

and the -- r lation matrix are presented below.

A, factor analysis vOth rotations resulted in 14 factors, which are

summarized in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Each factor Is loaded with either the behavioral ratings (

Factor 4) or self-ratings (e.g., Factor 10). In no instance do both

the behavioral and self-ratings contribute to any one factor. It appears

that the measur _ i.e. Topics Scale, Semantic Differential, and

behavioral ratings) are independent of each other and do not measure

overlapping attributes.

Results of the correlational analysis' also supvorted the finding that

the behavioral ratings and self-ratings were unrelated. Specific signifi-

cant findings with regard to the behavioral ratings were: chair distance

was negatively related to other-touching (df gs 85, r '4 -.43, 1)4.01) indica-

ting that the closer the couple sat together, the more likely it MS that

they also used gestures touching each other, and wei.e touching for longer

periods of time; cJie.r than this chair distance was unrelated to any other

variable Eye contact was the variable which correlated best with :11 the

other behavioral ratings, which was expected from previous research where

eye contact was found to be a reliable indicant of closeness (Puncan, 1969;

Mehrabian, 1969). Open position of arms was unrelated to open position of

Matrix ava 1 ble on request.
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legs. Open position of arms was found to be related to some of the other

behavioral ratings (eye contact, other-touching, talking and laughing),

whereas open position of legs was not (except for eye contact and laughing).

Open position of arms appears to be more related to interpersonal closeness

than open position of legs.

For the Topics Scale, the eerrelational analysis indicated that conflict

ratings were related to unhappiness ratings. This relationship was highly

significant for each topic. That is to say, if a person lists a topic of

conflict he means to say that it is also a source of unhappiness to him.

"Money" was the topic found to correlate most highly with the other topics

on the Scale, both with conflict and unhappiness ratings. Dimensions of

the Semantic Differential Scale were unrelated to any of the other varfable.

Husbands nd Wives

All variables were examined for differences in ratings between ail

husbands andall wives, Means of ail variables were compared for signifi-

cant cliff rences wrth two-tailed t tests. Results are summarized in

Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Ins_ Table 2, 3, and 4 here

As can be noted, husbands and wives differed significantly with regard

to "spare time together" and "money" on the Topics Scale. These two topics

appeared to have a very different value to husbands than to wives. Husbands

sat with their arms and legs open I nger than,wives did apd tended to talk

as well.
2 Wives laughed more than husbands. Husbands and wives did

not differ on touching, although wives tended to demonstrate more self-

touching than hu,,bands.

As can be seen from the Table 2 (Semantic Differential) the h sbands

did not differ in the use of the 4 key words with.the exception of the

2All means for behavIoral ratings ere based on transformed data (cube

root transformation). Original data was markedly skewed to the right.



son-daughter dimension ( 10) which has given us some interesting

hunches.

The data were also examined to evaluate couples who more often agreed

and disagreed with each other. This made it necessary to divide the total

sample into two groups. These two groups were called Low Disagreement (LD)

and High Disagreement (HD) groups. LD groups consisted of couples who had

differences in total scores of less than 5 points, whereas the HD groups

consisted of couples with scores separated by 14 points or more (on the

Topics Scale). Means were computed separately for husbands and wives

for each variable. (Results appear in Tables 5, 6 and 7.)

... - .

sert Tables 5, 6, and 7 About Here
- .. - - -- - - -

Lew Digo reement and Moll Disaarsemall_groups on extraverbal behavior.

Results indicate that couples In the ID groups sit closer together

than couples in the HD group. They appear to look at each other for a

longer time, touCh 'each other more often and self-touch less often than

the Flp group. They also hold their legs in a more open position. The

ID's rate money, religion, and friend:, as the most severe topICS of conflict

while the HD (that ls the High DIsagreenent couples) are upset (and by far

more upset than the LD group) about sex, friends, money, and their unborn

children's education.

Loviaagreelmnt qroupson

Husbands and wives In both LD and HD groups were then compared

separately on topics, ratings, and behaviors to note any differences

between them. Results appear in Tables 8 & 9.

insert Tables 8 & 9 About Fere'
---

Husbands in the ID group differed from their wives on the importance

of spare time. It appeared that wives of this group touched
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themselves and their husbands more often than vice versa. Husbands talked

a little longer and were significantly freer In their open arms and legs

positions than their wives. On the other hind in the HD group, the

husbands differed by being very unhappy about their wives' lack of love

and concern for them, about their spare time, and about money matters,

all of these characteristics being of more concern to them than to their

wives. The,HD husbands and wives, however, did not differ from each other

on self-touching or other-touching. HD husbands had significantly more open

arms and legs than wives. HD couples tended to touch themselves more and

each other less than the ID husbands and wives.

Unhappieet_lubro_e_l_attraverbalballaylor.

Finally, an attempt was made to divide ;he couples ir,to four subgroups

on the total amount of complaining they were doing (Topics Scales). These

four groups were essentially (1) husbands with scores one standard

deviation above the mean (that Is, husbands ere high complainers who had

wives with scores at or b low the mean, or wives wilo were low complainers)

(2) Wives with scores one standard deviation above the mean, that is high

complainers with husbands having scores at or below the mean, that is,

low complainers (3) husbands and wives who had scores one standard devia-

tion above tha mean and (4) husbands and wives who had scores one st ndard

deviati n below the mean. Means of the observed behaviors ware then

computed for each group by combining the select d husbands and wives score...

Insert Table 10 About Herc

Inspecting Table 10 we note that couples consisting of low compla ning

husbands and high complaining wives tended to display least other-

tooching" and "open arm' positions. They also talked the least though
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they seemed to smile a lot. Couples consisting of husbands and wives

who are both complainers tend to sit furthest apart, have least eye contac ,

and talk a lot, and indulge themselves more in self-touching than others.

But where husband and wife are both 1C0,4 on complaints, they have five

"first" rankings In closeness such as "other-touching" must "open arm"

and "leg" positions though they also have the least "smiling," embarrassed

or otherwise. The couples who complain least on the scales, seem happier

and closer to each otherr in fact they show a majority of "firsts" in ou

indicators of (Group 4) human closeness as predicted. If such data shculd

stand up we may live found in our measurement of subtle behavior cues a

means of assessing the emotional climate of familial interactions.

Discussion

Our main questions Pore concerned with a greater understanding of the

Interaction processes of newlyweds and with an analysis of the subtle cues

f these interactions and their relation to stress In marriage. We

demonstrated that self ratings of marital happiness show a clear relation

ship to the use of subtle cues such as eye contact and touching which

Indicated to us personal closeness.

In addit on, we analyzed the topic scale for a rank order of conflicts

separately for husbands and wives and also looked at the way they ranked

from the most to the least Important the labels they had assigned marital

unhappiness.

Insert Table 11 About Here

Husbands list politics as a conflict area but they are most unhappy

about money and friends. Wives on the other hand consider friends as

the number one source of conflict and unhappines . Wives also list
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religion as the second highest source of unhappiness and by and large

seem to be more concerned with "ambitions" than husbands are, Apparently

newlyweds do not report significant sex problems and it will be int resting

to discover whether this topic gains greater s gnificance in follow-up

studies. Altogether, husbands give higher conflict and unhappiness ratings

than their wives, whfch may tell us something about how marriages are made.

The Semantic Differential Scale showed us that the husb nd used the

words "mother and "daughter" almost alike while at the same time they

used the word "son" and "daughter" as very 4iStinct entities. Husbands

place the largest distance between the words "father" and "daughter"

and so do wives; is this a linguistic confirmation of the incest taboo?

The distance betwee "mother" and "son" is the second largest for both

husbands and wives. Some deept theoretitians may argue that newlyweds

get married because they are able to place large semantic distances between

themselves and their parents. lt would be interesting to know if unmarried

young couples heimosexuals or singles would Indeed show smaller semantic

distances between these words.

This study of newlywed couples° interactions demonstrated that the

subtle cues we rated allowed us to advance a reasonable hypothesis that

such cues may be prognostic Of happy and perhaps lasting marriages. We

were particularly impressed by such measures as eye contact, touching,

open and closed positions, and found them to give useful information. The

data from this study suggest that subtle cues in the interactioo of newlyweds

are measureable and appear to distinguish stress states. 'It might be quite

pos lble that they also h lp us to make a reasonable prediction as to

which of the marriages is likely to fail. After ail, the micro-analy,f

of behavior should contain the pertinent information of consequent behaviors.

1



Table I.

Factor Analysis of All Variables

Variables
Factors with Significant Loadingts,

mantic 'entia
Son-Daughter
Son-Mother
Son-Father
FatheDaughter'
.Father-Mothor

- Daughter-gother
Topics Scale

Money-Conflict (C)
Money-Unhappiness (U)
Children-C :
Childrop-U
Sea6.0,.
Sex-.11: ,

Concern &
Concorw& Love-U.
Spare Time Together:-C,
Spara Time Together-1J
Friends,C
Friends-U
Ambition-0
Ambition-U

Polities-U
ChiXdronel Education-0
Childrensi Education-U
ReligionC

ligionU
A3ehavioral .Ratings

. Chair Distance (Inch
Eye Contact

Total Time-Second
Instances of beha

Self-Touching
:Total Time-seconds
-Instances of behavior

-Other-Touching
liotal Time-seconds
.Instances of behavi

Open Position--Arme
.Total Timeseconds
:Instances of behavior.

'CTipen PositionLegs.
Total Time-soconds
Instances .of behavior

2alking
'Total Time-seconds
Instances of behavior

Laughtng.
trotal Tim seconds
Instances of behavior

.83

.87
88

.84

989
.84

.49
.45

.58

.51

.89

.92

12

953

.93.90.
51

.92
.93

.93

.914,
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Variables

Semantic Diffe- n
bon-Daughter
Son-;:.other
toon-Father
lathex.--M,iughter
1.ather-Mother
DauiLhter-..,other

Topics Scale
Money-Conflict (

Money-Linha,pines (U)
Childran-C:
Children-U-'
bex-C
sex-U-
Concern & Lovs-
Concern & Love-U .

Spare Time Togeth r-C
Spare Time Togother-U

9

with

10

SigKi

11

-lc: If

12

.23

.47

.76

.84

-,74-

Friends-Q
Friends-U
Ambition-C
Ambition-U
Polities-C -.80

Childrenel Education-Q
Childrenst Education-U

Religion-U
Behavioral hatings

Chair Distance (Inchos)
Eyo Contact

Total Time seconds
Instz).nces f behavior

5elf-Touchin&
i'otal Time-seconds
Instances of behavior

Other-Touching
.

Total Time-seconds
Instances of behavior

Cpen Position--Arms
rotal Time-seconds
Instances of .behavior

Open i'osition--Lage
TOtal ilme-seconds
Instances of,behavior

Talking
'Total Time-seconds
Instances of behavior

Laughing
Total 5:ie-seconds
Instances of behavior

oadingE

13 14

.56

.49

.88

.go

-.72
-031

-.37



Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations for husbands' and aives'

Differences Scores on the Semantic Differential

SuM of

Variab1e Husbands' Sum of
Difference Scores

(N=51)
Iian SD

dives' um of
Difference Scores

(N=51)
Mean SD

(two-tailed t)

Son Daughter 12.00 5.70 10.04 .5.38 .10
Son-Mother 12.67 5.11. 11.37 5.29

Son-Father 8.96 4.35 9.45 4.71

Father-Daughter 13.43 6.04 11.75 5.28

Father-Mother 13.12 5.56 11.51 5.14

.Daughter-Mether 5.90 .3.05 7 02 3 a 99

NeffisateAmtpartvoy..---,,..e



Tale

Husbaildn. and Wiv Topic:3

Husbands
(T250)

Mean SD

2.34 1.24

.06 1.53

1.98 1.33

1.73 1.22

2.08 1.32

2.26 1.26

1.65 1.15

2,90 1.94

1 56 1.03

2 50 1.94

20.55 6.94

f-cr onflicts

eaves
(N=50)
I an SD

.16 1 45

1.63 1.,22

1,69 .97

1.47 673

53 .81

2.49 1.54

1.75 1.16

.42 1,61

1.30 .71

2-98 1. 66

18.06 5,62

k (two-tailed t)

.02

.10

Money

Children

Sex

Concern and Love

Spare TIme Togeth

Friends

Ambition

Politica

Childrens/ Education

heiigion

Total Conflict Score
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Husbanc,st and WivesT Topics hated Unhappin ss

Husband:.
(N=50)

Mean SD

Vives
(N=50)

Mean SI

Money 2.46 5: 1.88 136 .05

Children 1.75 1,,IL 1.55 1.03

Sex 2.00 11 1.71 1,15

Concern ar.1 L 1.90 1.43 1_51 1..19

Spare Tir2 Together 2.14 J-034 1.41 .73 .002

Friend$ 2.28 '..50 2.3,, 1.4G

Ambitica 1.86 -41 1.70 1.22

Polit/cs 2.20 3_55 2.02 1.41

Chil'rens, Education 1.48 .33 1.30 .74

Rel:gion 2.09 iO 1,93 1.59

Tof31 Unhappiness ocer e 19.71 8.78 16.90 6.88 .10

Tc;a1 Score for Whole
Seale .40 26 14.49 34.96 13.18 .10

-tcii1ed t)



Table 4

Husbands d Wives' Extraverbal Behavior Ratings

Behaviors
Husbands
(Ny40)

Wives
GN=40)

S.D. S D IL
two-tailea test)

Eye Contact 3.37 .99 3.32 .94

2.52 .48 2.50 .47

Solf-touching 4.38 2.50 5.48 1.74* .05

2.16 .93 2.44 .57

Other-t uching 1.95 2.64 2.42 2.78
.92 1.07 1.11 1.09

Open Position-Arirs 6.07 1.96 5.21 1.90* .10

2.47 .69 2.41 .66

Open Position-Legs 6.74 2.37 3.01 3.30* .001

2.64 .87 1.22 1.24* .001

Talking 5.54 1.21 5.16 .99

3.22 .59 2.98 .64* .10

Laughing 1.81 1.07 2.65 .98* .001

1.59 .83 2.21 .75* .001

*Indicates "instances" of behavior.



Table 5

Topics Rated for Conflict by Couples in the

High and Low Disagreement Groups

Topics
Low Disagreement

(4=38)
High Disagrcen nt

(g=30)

Mean Mean a
Money 2.05 1.42 .10

Children 1.50 1.61

Sex 1.41 :3.57 .002

Concern and Love 1.21 1.36

Spare Tine Together 1.63 2.52 .02

Friends 2.00 3.26 .002

Ambition 1.45 1.04

Politics 1.92 2.56

Childrens' Education 1.17 2.96 .002

Religion 2.17 2.35

18



Topics Rated for Unhappiness by Couples in the

High and 7.)14 Disagreement Groups

pies 14;0W WrP(Ncent Hi-h Disa reement
= 8)

Meal).

T
Mean

Money 1.70 3004

Children 1.32 2.93

Sex 1030 1.52

Concern and Love 1050 1.53

Spare. Time Together 1,66 1.97

Friends 1.89 1.90

Ambition 1.42

Politics 1.54

.1.27

2.00

Childrenev 4ducation 1.19 1.11

Religlon 1.97 2.00



Table 7

Extravetbal Behavior Ratings of Hi

Disagreement Groups

d Low

Behaviors
Low Disagreement High Disagreement

(N=30)

X S.D. S.D. a
Eye Contact 3.30 .77 3.03 .88

2.43 .39 2.39 .58

Self-touching 4.90 2.55 5.08 2.14

2.21 .98 2.44 .68

Other-touching 2.10 2.52 1.11 1.79 .10

1.04 1.01 .64 .88

Open Position--Arms 5.22 2.30 5.77 1.56

2.32 .84 2.50 .53

Open Position7-Legs 5.00 3.37 4.81 3.06

1.99 1.24 1.94 1.10

Talking 5.37 .93 5.12 1.38

3.04 .61 2.99 .50

Laughing 2.01 1.29 2.19 .80

1.70 .96 1.84 .51

Chair Distances 1.49 .94 1.92 .87 .10

Indioates instances of behavi



Table 8
Differences etw n Husbands and Wives in the Pow Disqg ement Group

Variable

Husbands

Mean SD

Wives
(N=19)

Mean SD,-cpare "Time TogTiliCT--
Conflict 1.89 .99 1.37 .60Unhappiness 1.84 1.U1 1.47 .84Self-louching 4.17 3.05 5.59 1.79

(1.98)*(1.27)* (2.43)( .56)Other-louching 1.79 2.39 2.41 2.49
( .88) (1.05) (1.20)( .97)Talking
5.62 .67 5.13 1.09
(3.13) ( .42) (2.94)( .76)Open Position--Anas 5.61 2.66 4.82 1.E5 .10
(2.29) ( .99) (2.35)( .68)Open Position-Legs 6.31 2.63 3.43 3.7 .02
(2.49) ( .95) (1.38)(1.32) 01

* Indicates instances of behavior.



Table 9

Differences between Husbands and Wives in the High Disayreernent Group

Variable
husbands

(IN1-1.5)

an SD

Wives
(N=-15)

?-ban SD

Concern and Love

1)

Conflict
Unhappiness

2.53
2.80

1.55
2.01

1.64
1.36

.93

.84
.10
.02

Spare Time logether
Conflict 2.47 1.55 1.64 .74 .10
Unhappiness 2.67 1.63 1.43 1.31 .02

Money
Conflict 2.67 1.29 2.46 1.94
Unhappiness 3.20 1.66 2.08 1.75

Lye Contact 5.03 .87 3.03 .87
(2.40)* ( .53)* (2.39)( .53)

Self-Touching 5.16 2.38 5.03 2.02
(2.45) ( .71) (2.43)( .69)

Other-Touching 1.07 1.60 1.15 2.02
( 67) ( .86) ( .62)( .94)

Talking 5.15 1.70 5.08 1.01
(3.03) ( .45) (2.96)( .57)

Open Position-Arms 6.41 1.10 5.18 1.72 .05
(2.50) ( .56) (2.45)( .66)

Open Position--Legs 6.93 1.64 2.85 2.77 .001
(2.72) ( .43) (1.23)(1.05) .001

* Indicates instances of behavior.



Extraverba1 Beha

Table 10

Patings for Disagreement Siihgroups

Variable Group 1 Group 2
HusFail-Flow
Wife-High

Mean

Group 3
husband--fligh

Wife-High
Nian

Group 4
huWahT-Low
Wife-Low
Mean

Wife-Lew
Mean

Chair Distances 2.01 1.95 2.05 1.89**

Lye Contact 3.12 2.95 2.30 3.34**
(2.44) (2.09) (2.00) (2.44)

Self-louching 3.63 3.76 3.94 2.40**
(1.73) (1.79) (1.85) ( .97)

Other-Touching 1.47 .18 1.76 2.30**
( .73) ( .1S) ( .75) ( .95)

Open Position--Arms 4.48 3.18 3.78 6.22**
(1.94) (1.41) (1.63) (2.60)

Open Position- 4.20 4.68 2 80 6.39**
(1.74) (1.89) (1.13) (2.44)

Talking 4.66 3.36 3.89 5.00**
(2.80) (1.74) (2.36) (2.48)

Laughing 2.01** 1.95 1.61 1,22
(1.72) (1.62) 1.42) (1.10)

Indicates inStances of'behavior.

** Indicates most interpersonal closeness based on our estimates.



Table II
Rank Order of Topic

Listed as Conflicts

Cre Sources of

Unhappiness

Conflict .tbhappiness

ulie

Polities Friends Money Friends

Religion Politics Friends Religion

Mane/ Marley Politics Politics

Friends Poligion . Spare tine Money,

Spare tire Sex Roligion Sex

Childrtn Children Sex Ambition

Sex Arbitica Concern Children

CccIce 31 Spare tine Arbition Concern

Ambition Concern Childrtm Spare time

Child educati Child educa-
ticei

Child e&Gution Child educe-
tion

24
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Dvpartynt of Pnyh.clii.w
Univerl-:ity of Iltah
Salt L&s City, Utah

-
Beier-Sternberg Pmi ct, 1970

INTORTAta TOPICS IN M.RRIACY.

With these scales, we want to find out what you believe am the areas of
or disagreerrent in your marriage. We also want to find out if these

areas of agreement and disagreement make you feel happy, sad or indifferent.
For example, if money is a topic of rruch disagmement in your marriage, you
could make a mgrk in Scale 1: Degree of Arzreement under the numbers S, 6 or 7
depending crk the exttnt Zr. your disam-versent. ymi were to make a mark
taider the nuther 7, ..this wculd mem that you fee-1 there is pluch ej lg

about rficeey in your marriage. If you were to rark unrier the nurkrer
tzrst

merns you feel thE..te is sorre thsagreement about nceley.

With Scale 1 Igr3 Want to find ctzt haq you differ from your spouse in
looking arilirria.E.. In Scale 2 we want to find out haw you feel about these
differEnces. If, for diarrW a disagyeement were to make you very unhappy,
as in the "Nbner exmple given above, you would mark 6 or 7 cm Scale 2:
Results of Agreement or Disr.greemant. Please check each item In-liothgcales.
Keingar, ThfjTro ntor the mre disagreeme.nt ot conflkt over a
partiailar topic; tfi -. lower the number,the MI-E.' agreement.

:t*Aiktiltilsti$ * ft it * ft

Money

Agte

Scale
Agreement

1: Degree

Dis gree
6

of

Childrest..._...... _---
x I

70.s.c.a.::ern Lore

Doing things together
...firiLLspitte tirrtl__

Friends and S -.ial life

Gratting.ahead Aradttoi

Politics

Childrenes education

122ligicn

Other(s); please
_jr cl fr._

Scale 2: Pesults of Agree-
ment or D-;!,sagrel,..w.:nt

!kw: thlt2PW
1 2 3 4 5 6 I 7

I

I


